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Based on his Ph.D. dissertation currently in preparation, Michael
Brand has produced an engrossing report outlining his two seasons
of archaeological work on the hillsides behind Dawson City and
Klondike City.

Those familiar with the historic photographs of Dawson will know
that the steep hillsides to the east of these settlements were
dotted with at least one hundred and fifty terrace features.  These
were home to approximately two hundred migrants predominantly who,
during the period under investigation, moved constantly and existed
mainly as casual labourers while they waited to join the rush to
the next big discovery.

The 30 to 32 m2 terraced platforms, often built behind dry laid
stone walls, were occupied by tents and small structures that Laura
Berton referred to as "tiny immaculate cabins".  Berton's
description is somewhat puzzling given that other contemporary
observers report "tin cans everywhere".  In fact, all such
transient sites are characterised by "sheet refuse disposal
patterns" (p. 143).  Garbage was simply thrown out the door.  Brand
describes a fan shaped deposition of refuse on and below these
platforms.  This marker of migrants stands in profound contrast to
the normal Victorian values of the day that stressed order,
cleanliness, and a respectable public image (p. 122).

Brand is interested in the nature of transient life represented by
these sites and the degree of marginality to the Dawson City
society on the flat.  The Dawson City and Klondike City hillsides
are so important because such distinct transient sites are rare
occurrences archaeologically.  Most short-term temporary residents
elsewhere are difficult to distinguish archaeologically because
they occupied scattered hotels, saloons, and boarding houses
intermingled with business people who were among the most permanent
of residents.

Of course, the most common type of artifact located among the more
than 5,000 considered is tin cans.  Most are food related, with
dairy products (e.g., condensed milk and butter) being in the
highest numbers.  Many were reused secondary use for purposes other
than their original (see the Brand's articles in the ??? and ???
2001 Newsletters).  In general, most of the artifacts discovered
related to the food preparation and consumption categories. 
Heavily worn, rubber and leather boots are the most common personal
items.  Also typical of the male transient assemblage are liquor
bottles and tobacco related articles.  Only two artifacts could be
associated specifically with women occupants.  The rest were male-
oriented or generic in nature.  Few structural remains were



located, probably because the building materials were salvaged by
others after the dwellings were abandoned.  

Work related items are found mixed in with the others in greater
numbers than are normal in permanent sites where work is typically
segregated from the living quarters.  The author theorises notes a
different collection of artifacts than found at permanent
habitation sites associated with Victorian life.  The transient had
much less diverse possessions (p. 123).  Brand suggests the need
for more comparative work on the Dawson and Klondike City flats
(pp. 143-4).

In the discussion of the results of his studies, Brand conjectures
that neither low social class nor poverty are unifying
characteristics of these hillside sites.  On the contrary, the most
important consideration for those living here was "anticipated
mobility".  It was this orientation that resulted in a minimum
investment in the accumulation of permanent assets.  This did not
necessarily reflect on the wealth, power, and status of the
individual occupants.

Given that the purpose of this publication series is to provide
early dissemination of research findings, it is to be hoped that
Brand's dissertation will attempt to answer some questions that
were not addressed in this preliminary report.  Apart from Laura
Berton's comment above that does not match the archaeological
evidence for example, the author maintains that there is "no
evidence that the hillsides were considered desirable" (p. 26).  He
does not attempt to qualify nor explain, however, how this could be
so, given the swampy nature and high cost of ground on the flat,
nor the availability of a good view for example (p.27).  One might
intuit, given that many platforms were inhabited by squatters and
those more formally occupied had a high turnover in ownership, that
the hillsides were in fact very desirable locations for the
transient sector of Dawson society who could not afford nor
perhaps, by their very nature and objectives, even want to make a
long-term commitment to the more expensive property on the flat.

Those interested in obtaining a free copy of this report can order
it by visiting the new Department of Business, Tourism and Culture,
Heritage Resources Unit web site at www.yukonheritage.com .  Other
interesting titles are also available.  Readers are encouraged as
well to visit Michael Brand's interesting web site that describes
his Dawson hillside archaeological work at www.brand.sfu.ca .??? 
Those interested in the archaeology and social history of the
Klondike can all look forward to his completed dissertation to
focus more light on this neglected segment of Dawson's boomtown
society.


